CHAPTER XV
critical   essay   on   authorities
PHYSICAL SURVIVALS
CONCERNING this series the Editor remarked some years ago
that, "with so much basic research yet to be done, the task was
somewhat like trying to write the story of Columbus while he
was still sailing westward/' Of the present volume this description
is most indisputably true* Encumbered with documentary riches
probably more extensive than for any other decade in American
history, the writer remains uncomfortably aware of an enormous
mass of undigested material awaiting future bibliographers, classi-
fiers and monograph writers as well as the reservoir of diaries and
reminiscences still unreleased.*
Save for the implicit threat of the atomic age, many character-
istic physical survivals of this era give promise of long endurance*
Notable examples are the Empire State Building, Rockefeller Cen-
ter, the Museum of Modern Art and the George Washington and
Triborough bridges in Manhattan; the mammoth low-cost hous-
ing projects in Brooklyn, Queens and the Bronx; the Washington
triangle, including such structures as the Archives, Justice, Com-
merce, Internal Revenue, Labor, Post Office and Customs; Cin-
cinnati's Union Station; Chicago's Merchandise Mart; Frank
Lloyd Wright's ultramodern building for the S. C. Johnson wax
company at Racine, Wisconsin; San Francisco's Golden Gate and
* In saving the present book from still greater shortcomings the author is
indebted to Dr. Robert A. Millikan, Dr. Edwin P. Hubble, Professor H; J.
Muller, Dr. Fiske Kimball, Professor W. W. Sweet, Dr. W. R. Valentiner,
Mr. Charles W. Eliot II, Mr. Wendell Berge, Mrs. Howard Baker and Miss
Julia Bennett for critical reading of certain portions; to Mr. Frederick L. Allen
for free access to his extensive library of clippings, pamphlets and other
ephemera; to Mr. Edward T. Canby for data concerning gramophone recordings;
to Miss Gracia Manspeaker of the Huntington Library for help in the prepara-
tion of this manuscript; and to Professor Arthur M. Schlesinger, surviving editor
of A History of American Life.
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